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Slide into the world of Hornicast Productions – Europe’s largest audio porn 
creator – and meet the saucy Dublin family behind its success.

In this podcast series from Whitby and Whyte, we uncover what goes on behind 
the scenes at ‘HORNICAST PRODUCTIONS’ and learn how one Irish family 
brought audio-porn to the ears of a new generation. 

Husband and wife team CHELSEA and JUDE developed Hornicast, an app 
which propelled them to be the market leader in creative porn.



CHELSEA
‘Hornicast’ is a platform for people 
to explore their inner desires and 
sexual fantasies in a non-
exploitative and safe environment. 
We call our subscribers 
‘Hornimembers’ - and we have one-
point-five million - from all over 
the globe.

Meet Chelsea’s parents, CAROL and MICK, who tell us how they created 
‘LUVLINE’ from their Dublin flat, while juggling family life. 

MICK
I mean, you try entertain a toddler 
and make a spaghetti bolognaise 
while you’re bringing someone to a 
climax.

This super-sexy premium-rate chat line ran from 1992 until 2005 and was the 
inspiration for Chelsea to create Hornicast.

Find out how a liberal upbringing influenced Chelsea, and why mam Carol still 
likes to 'keep her hand in' with the business. Sparks fly when old-school smut 
meets modern attitudes and technology. 

CAROL
Can we not ‘sex it up’ a bit, love? 
Just give us a biro, a couple of 
flat whites and a half hour, we’ll 
put a bit of jiz into it.

It's a story that has to be told. 

Join us as we explore the unique world of Hornicast and meet the 
'HORNICASTERS’ behind the microphones, including brassy voice actor 
KATHLEEN, an outspoken close family friend.  

KATHLEEN
Our punters want real women’s 
voices. Voices that have lived a 
bit, you know? You can’t get urges 
with a bleedin’ robot, can you?

We’ll hear from Hornimembers and learn what goes into crafting these unique, 
personalised stories. 

AARON
There you go... < SANDRA >. You can 
take it all the way down. 

We’ll also dust-off Luvline’s enticing library of raunchy recordings. 



MARY (CAROL)
Ohh, now I sees why you call it 
your weather vein, sir.

Brace yourself for a rowdy night at the ‘Golden Jugs Porn Awards’, where 
scandals and secrets are unearthed.

We’ll guarantee you'll want to go all the way with Ireland’s Hottest Family. 
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